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Overview
This Alarm.com Marketing derived and Creative  
Team designed collateral piece identifies use 
cases of product(s), related user experience, and  
can include high level specs. The target audience  
is for Alarm.com security partners (B2B).

A Product Summary is unlike a Data Sheet, in 
that Data Sheets are generated by the Product  
Team/Design Studio. A key difference between  
the two is that a Product Summary often 
emphasizes benefits over features/raw specs. 
Features may be highlighted at a high level, 
but often tie back to the “who” and the “how.”

A Product Summary also differs from a Flyer,  
in that Flyers tend to be B2C or B2B2C, feature  
lifestyle imagery, and may have a heavy focus 
on user experience/automation aspects with 
a “feel good” marketing tone. If the topic centers  
around a family/group of products or a solution,  
a Flyer may be a better alternative.

For all type styles, Mark Pro is used and 10 tracking  
is recommended (tracking may be altered depending  
on need). The font size and leading are indicated next  
to the font name and weight as “size/leading”.

Document Category Title – Product Summary
Presented in all caps, 30% black, 80 tracking, and sits on the same horizontal line as the Alarm.com logo.

MARK PRO H EAV Y 7

Pre-Headline SKUs
Only used in cases where the SKU is necessary to identify the product (ex. Alarm.com Thermostats  
and indoor/outdoor cameras). Presented in all caps, 50% black, and sits directly above the headline.

MARK PRO MEDIUM 14/16
Headline (H1)
Can be broken up into two lines and/or font size can decrease if title is three longer words or more.
Presented in title case and in ADC Orange.

Mark Pro Light 40/43
Subhead (H2)
Used to give a high level summary of the document. Presented in 80% black and in sentence case with no punctuation.

Mark Pro Medium 11/15

Lead-In Body Copy
Only used for the first paragraph of the document and purpose is to help kick it off. Presented in 80% black.  
Space after paragraph is 0.1875”. 

Mark Pro Regular 10/15

Body Copy
Presented in 80% black. Space after Body Copy paragraphs is 0.125”.

Mark Pro Regular 8.5/13

Subtitle (H3)
A section title presented in ADC Orange and written as title case. It may only be a few words on a single line.

Mark Pro Regular 12

List Title (H4)
Presented in all caps, 50% black, and with 40 tracking. 0.04” space after paragraph.

MARK PRO BOLD 8.5/10.5



Bullets and Numbered Lists
Bulleted lists should be kept to a minimum and only to a few words. For example, they may be used to list products  
or high level features, but should not be a sentence or run multiple lines (unless column width is narrow).
In InDesign, a custom character can be added to “Bullets and Numbering...” to include the plus symbol. Left indent  
and first line indent is 0.1875”. Space after each bullet is 0.625”. The same style may be used for numbered lists.

+ (Mark Pro Medium 10/15)

Caption – General
For all captions, the color may be inversed to white and placed on an ADC Orange or Commercial Blue shield 
shape background. Presented in 80% black.

Mark Pro Medium 8/10

Caption – Product Name
Presented in 80% black.

Mark Pro Medium 8/9.5

Caption – Product Number
Product number to be in parentheses. Presented in 50% black and in all caps.

(MARK PRO BOLD 7/8.5)

Exception
To be used in replacement of—or in addition to—an asterisk or parentheses. Presented in 50% black.

Mark Pro Medium Italic 7/12

CTA
Can be a specific person, email address, phone number, website, or path on the Partner Portal. There may only 
be a single CTA on a single-sided document. If the document is double sided, two CTAs are permitted only if they 
differ from one another. If only one CTA is needed for a double sided document, the CTA will appear on the first 
page. Presented in 80% black.

Mark Pro Medium 10/14

Copyright
Use the following copyright wording: “Copyright © 2000–2021 Alarm.com Incorporated. All rights reserved.” 
Copyright color is typically 50% black, but may also be white when placed on a Commercial Blue shield shape  
or Burnt Orange when placed on an ADC Orange shield shape. If the document is two pages, an copyright will  
be placed in a smaller orange shield shape, typically in the bottom right corner with the Alarm.com logo. Copyright  
should align with nearest side of the page and may be divided into two lines after the first period if necessary.

Mark Pro Regular 6/9

CTV Timestamps
Structured as Year/Month/Day (ex. July 1, 2021 equals 210701). Allows stakeholders to quickly identify the most 
up to date copy for version control purposes. Same as the copyright, the color is typically 50% black, but may also  
be white when placed on a Commercial Blue shield shape or Burnt Orange when placed on an ADC Orange shield  
shape. It will appear on a separate line beneath the Copyright. If the document is double sided, the CTV timestamp  
will only appear on the second page.

Mark Pro Bold 6/9

ADC-V515

Headline Will Go Here
A short summary subhead will go here and be a single line

Lead-in body copy will go here to help kick the document off. This can be a paragraph with multiple 
sentences and run multiple lines. Lead-in body copy will go here to help kick the document off. This 
can be a paragraph with multiple sentences and run multiple lines. Lead-in body copy will go here  
to help kick the document off. 

Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines. Body copy will go here and 
can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines. Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, 
paragraphs, and run multiple lines. 

Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines. Body copy will go here  
and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines.

A LONGER LIST TITLE CAN GO HERE

Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple 
lines. Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run 
multiple lines.

A LONGER LIST TITLE CAN GO HERE

Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple 
lines. Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run 
multiple lines.

A LONGER LIST TITLE CAN GO HERE

Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences,  
paragraphs, and run multiple lines. Body copy will go here  
and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run  
multiple lines.

A Call To Action will go here and can be one  
of the following: email, website, phone number, 
or path to learn more online.

Copyright © 2000–2021 Alarm.com Incorporated.  
All rights reserved.

PRODUC T SU M MARY

Subtitle Here

Beyond the structure of the ADC logo | Product Summary >  
SKU (when applicable) > Headline > Lead-In Body Copy and  
Copyright/CTV Timestamp placement, this example is not  
a recommendation for overall flow, but rather highlights 
potential components that may be used within the layout.
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Imagery
Device renders, UI within clay-style phones/computers/tablets, floating UI with 0.0625” rounded corners,  
and notifications are the only images permitted for Product Summaries. 
Lifestyle-type images should be avoided completely, unless there is no other visual representation for the product/ 
feature. If a lifestyle image is needed, then the piece as a whole may need to be rethought as a Flyer, rather than 
a Product Summary.

Shield Shapes
Filled shield shapes—either ADC Orange for residential/general usage or Commercial Blue for business usage—
are used to add visual interest to the document and to anchor devices, UI, and/or notifications off of. These shapes  
may be rotate, scaled, and distorted to accommodate the layout. They must always bleed off of the page with only  
2–3 sides of the shield visible. These may be placed anywhere along the bottom, right, or top right of the document.

Alarm.com for Business
Business-specific summaries are distinguished by the use of Commercial Blue shield shapes and the use of the 
Alarm.com for Business logo in place of the Alarm.com logo in the upper left corner of the document. All other 
items—such as bullet points and Subtitle (H3)—will remain as ADC Orange.

Subsidiary Hybrids
There may be cases in which a subsidiary or partner logo may accompany the Alarm.com logo in a Product Summary.  
When Alarm.com and a subsidiary’s relationship is the core content of the Product Summary, their logo may be used  
either in the upper right corner of the document (horizontally aligned with the Alarm.com logo) or near associated  
imagery. This may vary by layout and content, and is ultimately up to the designer’s discretion.

Logo Placement
The Alarm.com logo (and the Alarm.com for Business logo where applicable) is always placed in the upper left corner  
of the document. If the document is two pages, an all white logo will be placed in a smaller orange shield shape, 
typically in the bottom right corner and next to the second copyright.

Callout Boxes
Light gray (10% Black) full width/bleed boxes should be used sparingly and only when covering a family of products  
or features that have a specific high-value feature worth promoting (ex. Video Product Summary that features 
Perimeter Guard in the gray box).

Iconography
Icons should be used sparingly and only to help illustrate complex ideas. Icons may only appear in 80% black.  
The Corporate Icon Pack is to be used for all icons, unless the topic is directly associated with a function within 
the mobile app/web dashboards and in that case may use the UI icons. 
For Business Activity Analytics (BAA) icons, they must retain their light gray container (or white if on a colored 
background).

Document Margins
Top = 0.5625”, Bottom = 0.375”, Left = 0.5”, Right = 0.375”. The document operates with an underlying 12 column grid.

Divider lines
Horizontal or vertical lines at 0.5 or 0.25 px in 50% black should be used only when completely necessary. Use cases  
for horizontal divider lines may include page division where there are a number of hardware images and vertical 
divider lines for a visual connection between copy and related data.

Copyright © 2000–2021 Alarm.com Incorporated.  
All rights reserved.
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Another Call To Action can be found on the second page,  
but only if it is different than the first page’s.

Pro Series 4MP Bullet PoE Camera 
with Varifocal Lens

(ADC-VC728PF)

Pro Series 4MP Bullet PoE Camera 
with Varifocal Lens

(ADC-VC728PF)

Pro Series 4MP Bullet PoE Camera 
with Varifocal Lens

(ADC-VC728PF)

Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines. Body copy will go here and 
can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines. Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, 
paragraphs, and run multiple lines.

 + A list item will go here and can be a few words

 + A list item will go here and can be a few words 
An exeption or condition to the above can go here

 + A list item will go here and can be a few words

 + A list could also be in two columns if necessary 
where items can be two lines at times

 + A list could also be in two columns if necessary

Subtitle Here

Subtitle Here

Subtitle Here

There are very few circumstances where this 10% gray box should be 
used—limit the use. If needed, you can use a caption title and body copy will 
go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines.

Caption Title

Floating UI  
example placeholder

Body copy will go here and can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines. Body copy will go here and 
can be multiple sentences, paragraphs, and run multiple lines.

LIST  
TITLE HERE

LIST  
TITLE HERE

LIST  
TITLE HERE

LIST  
TITLE HERE
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